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Review: PCA Optimization Criterion

• We want to measure 
how good a projection P 
is, GIVEN A SET OF 
POINTS.
– If we don’t have a specific 

set of points in mind, 
what would be the best 
projection?



Optimization Criterion

• We want to measure 
how good a projection P 
is, GIVEN A SET OF 
POINTS.
– If we don’t have a specific 

set of points in mind, 
what would be the best 
projection?

– NONE: all are equally 
good/bad.



Optimization Criterion

• Consider a pair of points: 
X1, X2.

• D1 = squared distance 
from X1 to X2.
– sum((X1–X2) .* (X1–X2))

• D2 = squared distance 
from P(X1) to P(X2).

• Error(X1, X2) = D1 – D2.

X1
X2

P(X2)P(X1)



Optimization Criterion
• Now, consider the entire set of points:

– X1, X2, ..., Xn.
• Error(P) = sum(Error(Xi, Xj) | i, j = 1, ..., n, i != j).

X1
X2

P(X2)P(X1)

• Interpretation:
– We measure how well P 

preserves distances.
– If P preserves distances, 

Error(P) = 0.



Finding the Best Projection: PCA

• First step: center the data.
number = size(points, 2);
% note that we are transposing twice
average = [mean(points')]';
centered_points = zeros(size(points));

for index = 1:number
centered_points(:, index) = points(:, index) - average;

end

plot_points(centered_points, 2);



Finding the Best Projection: PCA

• First step: center the data.

points centered_points



Finding the Best Projection: PCA

• Second step: compute the covariance matrix.

• In the above line we assume that each 
column is a vector.

covariance_matrix = centered_points * centered_points';



Finding the Best Projection: PCA

• Second step: compute the covariance matrix.

• In the above line we assume that each 
column is a vector.

• Third step: compute the eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.

covariance_matrix = centered_points * centered_points';

[eigenvectors eigenvalues] = eig(covariance_matrix);



Visualizing the Eigenvectors

plot_points(points, 1);
p1 = eigenvectors(:, 1);
p2 = eigenvectors(:, 2);
plot([0 p1(1)], [0, p1(2)], 'k-', 'linewidth', 3);
plot([0 p2(1)], [0, p2(2)], 'r-', 'linewidth', 3);

black: v1 (eigenvalue = 2.02)
red: v2 (eigenvalue = 77.2)



PCA Code
function [average, eigenvectors, eigenvalues] = ...

compute_pca(vectors)

number = size(vectors, 2);
% note that we are transposing twice
average = [mean(vectors')]';
centered_vectors = zeros(size(vectors));

for index = 1:number
centered_vectors(:, index) = vectors(:, index) - average;

end

covariance_matrix = centered_vectors * centered_vectors';
[eigenvectors eigenvalues] = eig( covariance_matrix);

% eigenvalues is a matrix, but only the diagonal 
% matters, so we throw away the rest
eigenvalues = diag(eigenvalues);
[eigenvalues, indices] = sort(eigenvalues, 'descend');
eigenvectors = eigenvectors(:, indices);



PCA on Faces
• Motivation: If a face is a 31x25 window, we 

need 775 numbers to describe the face.
• With PCA, we can approximate face images 

with much fewer numbers.
• Two benefits:

– Faster computations.
– The amount of loss can be used for face 

detection.



PCA vs Normalized Correlation

• Normalized Correlation:
– The average face is the only perfect face.

• As a model, it is not rich enough.

• PCA:
– There is a space of perfect faces.



Preparing a Dataset

• Get a set of face images.
– They must be of same size, and aligned, so that 

eye locations match each other, nose locations 
match each other, and so on.

– Make the mean and std of all faces equal.
• Discards variations in intensity and contrast.



Code for Preprocessing Faces
clear;
load faces1032;

number = size(faces, 2);
dimensions = size(faces, 1);

% set mean of all faces to 0, and std to 1.
for index = 1: number

face = faces(:, index);
face = (face - mean(face)) / std(face);
faces(:, index) = face;

end

% do pca
[mean_face, eigenvectors, eigenvalues] = compute_pca(faces);



Visualizing Eigenfaces



Approximating a Face With 0 
Numbers

• What is the best approximation we can get 
for a face image, if we know nothing about 
the face image (except that it is a face)?



Equivalent Question in 2D
• What is our best guess for a 2D point from 

this point cloud, if we know nothing about 
that 2D point (except that it belongs to the 
cloud)?



Equivalent Question in 2D
• What is our best guess for a 2D point from 

this point cloud, if we know nothing about 
that 2D point (except that it belongs to the 
cloud)?

Answer: the average of
all points in the cloud.



Approximating a Face With 0 
Numbers

• What is the best approximation we can get 
for a face image, if we know nothing about 
the face image (except that it is a face)?



Approximating a Face With 0 
Numbers

• What is the best approximation we can get 
for a face image, if we know nothing about 
the face image (except that it is a face)?
– The average face.



Guessing a 2D Point Given 1 Number

• What is our best guess for a 2D point from 
this point cloud, if we know nothing about 
that 2D point, except a single number?
– What should 

that number be?



Guessing a 2D Point Given 1 Number

• What is our best guess for a 2D point from 
this point cloud, if we know nothing about 
that 2D point, except a single number?
– What should 

that number be?

– Answer: the 
projection on the 
first eigenvector.



Approximating a Face With 1 
Numbers

• What is the best approximation we can get 
for a face image, if we can represent the face 
with a single number?



Approximating a Face With 1 
Numbers

• With 0 numbers, we get the average face.
• 1 number: PCA projection to 1D.
• Reconstruction: 

– average face + <face, eigenvector1> * eigenvector1



Approximating a Face With 1 Number
v1 = faces(:, 13);
f1 = reshape(v1, size(mean_face));
k = 0;
%%
x1 = v1' * eigenvectors(:, 1);
term1 = x1 * eigenvectors(:, 1);
term1 = reshape(term1, size(mean_face));

reconstructed1 = mean_face + term1;

mean_face



Approximating a Face With 1 Number
v1 = faces(:, 13);
f1 = reshape(v1, size(mean_face));
k = 0;
%%
x1 = v1' * eigenvectors(:, 1);
term1 = x1 * eigenvectors(:, 1);
term1 = reshape(term1, size(mean_face));

reconstructed1 = mean_face + term1;

reconstructed1



Approximating a Face With 2 Numbers
x2 = v1' * eigenvectors(:, 2);
term2 = x2 * eigenvectors(:, 2);
term2 = reshape(term1, size(mean_face));

reconstructed2 = reconstructed1 + term2;

reconstructed2



Approximating a Face With 3 Numbers
x = v1' * eigenvectors(:, 3);
term = x * eigenvectors(:, 3);
term = reshape(term1, size(mean_face));

reconstructed3 = reconstructed2 + term;

reconstructed3



Approximating a Face With 4 Numbers

reconstructed4



Approximating a Face With 5 Numbers

reconstructed5



Approximating a Face With 6 Numbers

reconstructed6



Approximating a Face With 7 Numbers

reconstructed7



Approximating a Face With 10 
Numbers

f1 = faces(:, 13);
f1 = reshape(f1, size(mean_face));

ev = eigenvectors(:, 1:10);
p = pca_projection(f1, mean_face, ev);
b = pca_backprojection(p, mean_face, ev);
reconstructed10 = reshape(b, size(mean_face));

reconstructed10



PCA Projection Code

function result = normalize_face(image_window, mean_face)

% function result = normalize_face(vector)
%
% normalizes the vector so that the size matches that of \
% mean face, the mean is 0 and the std is 1.

result = imresize(image_window, size(mean_face), 'bilinear');
result = result(:);
result = result - mean(result(:));
result = result / std(result(:));
result(isnan(result)) = 0;



PCA Projection Code
function result = eigenface_projection(image_window, ...

mean_face, eigenvectors)

% function result = eigenface_projection(image_window, ...
%                                         average, eigenvectors)
%
% the vector is converted to a column vector. Each column in 
% eigenvectors should be an eigenvector. The mean is converted 
% to a column vector

normalized = normalize_face(image_window, mean_face);
% subtract mean from vector
centered = normalized(:) - mean_face(:);

% convert vector to a column vector.
result = eigenvectors' * centered;



PCA Backprojection Code
function result = pca_backprojection(projection, ...

average, eigenvectors)

projection = projection(:);
centered_result = eigenvectors * projection;
result = centered_result + average(:);

• The PCA projection gives us a few numbers 
to represent a face.

• The backprojection uses those few numbers 
to generate a face image.



Projection/Backprojection Results

original 10 eigenfaces 40 eigenfaces 100 eigenfaces



Projection/Backprojection Results

original 10 eigenfaces 40 eigenfaces 100 eigenfaces



Projection/Backprojection Results

original 10 eigenfaces 40 eigenfaces 100 eigenfaces

Note: teeth not visible using 10 eigenfaces



Projection/Backprojection Results

original 10 eigenfaces 40 eigenfaces 100 eigenfaces

Note: using 10 eigenfaces, gaze direction is towards camera



Projection/Backprojection Results

original 10 eigenfaces 40 eigenfaces 100 eigenfaces

Note: using 10 eigenfaces, glasses are removed



original 10 eigenfaces 40 eigenfaces 100 eigenfaces

Projecting a Non-Face



How Much Can 10 Numbers Tell?

original

eigenfaces



Using Eigenfaces for Detection
• Intuition: Why are eigenfaces good for 

representing faces?
– Because projection OF FACES to the 

eigenspace loses little information.
– However, projection of NON-FACES to the 

eigenspace of faces loses more information.
• Criterion for face detection: how much is the 

reconstruction error?
• Quantitative:

– Define f = face, b = backprojection(projection(f)).
– Error: norm of (f – b).



Evaluating Error for a Window
function result = pca_score(window, mean_face, ...

eigenvectors, eigenface_number)

% normalize the window
window = imresize(window, size(mean_face), 'bilinear');
window = window(:);
window = window - mean(window);
window = window / std(window);
window(isnan(window)) = 0;

top_eigenvectors = eigenvectors(:, 1:eigenface_number);
projection = pca_projection(window, mean_face, ..

top_eigenvectors);
reconstructed = pca_backprojection(projection, mean_face, ...

top_eigenvectors);

diff = reconstructed - window(:);
result = sum(diff .* diff);


